
Abstract: To health system the core and key issues Medicine. Nobody aware or concern on that issue. No information available, no platforms active. Thousands of non- governmental organizations (NGO) works on thousands of issues, daily media reports, research conducts, public discussed but on that main issues subconsciously auto ignored or neglected continuously. Is that cool headed planned or ignorance or faith (belief system) which gives license to systematic unjustified grievous wrong? The suffering's increased geometrically, and public takes it by leave it to the GOD! The most important health, the most common disease; the unavoidable, only, most necessary Medicine. But on that significant issues everyone everything silent and soundless, public not connected or aware, no bargaining or question here never for an unknown reason; but why?! Access to medicine is a reasonable ability to get essential medicines, it is deemed to be part of the right to health as supported by international law since 1946. Two billion people lack access to essential medicines due to their high cost over the world. 65% still lack regular access to the essential medicine, 23% of the sick do not seek treatment because they are not having enough money to spend in India according to World Health Organization (WHO). To a health system 50% expenditure on drugs, and 80% in rural areas. So, Bangladesh? There is no reports, research, study specific at all. The country silent, why and what is the outcome?! A pharmaceutical industry termed as drug mafia; a calm- quite common, cool and successful underworld gave birth.

Objectives: 1. Manufacturing 2. Pricing

Methodology: Qualitative and Quantitative approach, primary and secondary data based. Academics, Pharmacist, Lawyer, Retailer, Peoples representative, NGO's[BIDS,PHFB, Gonoshasthaya Kendra etc.], Health Ministry, WHO, DGDA, BAPI, BMDC etc. as primary data and Article, reports, news, TV programs, law's, NGO's, WHO, Online visit etc. as secondary data based.

Questionnaire:
1. Do You have any research, reports or survey on access to medicine in Bangladesh? If not, why?
2. Are the manufacturing cost and market price of medicines reasonable? Can You show manufacturing ingredients list with prices to the public? If not, why?
3. Why government should or should not fix all the medicines maximum price? Are the price fixed by government effective, how retailer selling less 7-8% of M.R.P.?
4. Do You finds wrong to the role of Medical Representatives (MR), provides gifts-incentives, prescribed unnecessary medicine by doctors? What do You think about role of Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council (BM&DC) on that specific issues?
5. What about generic and branded medicine? Do You support with generic medicine system and why this should be introduced or not? If India does, why not Bangladesh? And TRIPS Impact?
6. Why information about pharmaceutical industries are so lacks in all platforms? Do You finds enough of NGO, Media, Research and academies role on that significant issues? Why citizens are not aware or active on such fundamental and key issues of health system?
7. Do You think the role of Directorate General of Drug Administration (DGDA) and old drug laws are appropriate?

8. What do You think about Active Pharmaceuticals Ingredients (API) factory establishment highly impact on medicine prices?

9. Do You think government should play supervisory role and have specialized legal framework on private hospital?

10. Do You think increasing number of government hospital increasing possibility to more access to medicine?

11. Opinion:
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